CONFIDENTIAL
Trademark List

As of June 24, 2019 trademarks are as follows:

UNITED STATES TRADEMARKS

THE FOLLOWING MARKS SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

4 IN 1
1-800-HOT-HOGS
ABSORB-&-LOCK
BENCH BOX
BUBBLEZORB
BUILD-A-BERM
BURPLESS
CHAT MAT
CLEAN UP! YOUR MOM DOESN’T WORK HERE.
CLIP-&-FIT
CLIP-&-GO
COLLAPSE-A-TAINER
DRAIN-IT-ALL
DRAIN ’N CONTAIN
DRAINBLOCKER
DRIPCATCHER
DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER
EFM
EZCUT
FAT MAT
FIBERFUSION
GOBOX
GRIPPY (Class 17 & 27)
HAM-O
HI-TRAC
HOGHYDE
LAYS FLAT, STAYS FLAT
LITE-DRI
MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
MAT TABLET
NO GUFF GUARANTEE
NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
NO-TRIP
P53
PARTNERS IN GRIME
PIG (Class 1, 4, 10, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 35)
PIG Logo (Class 22)
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 4, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)
PIG BLUE
PIG FACE DESIGN (Class 9, 16, 18, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 28, 30, 35)
PIG PRINTSHOP
PIGALOG
PIGTAIL  *Logo Only*
PLUG-N-SEAL
POLYPRO
QUICK CONTROL
RAPID RESPONSE DRAINBLOCKER
RE-UZ-IT
RIP- & -FIT
SECONDARY CONTAINMENT FROM THE LEAK & SPILL EXPERTS.
SHEEN CLEAN
SPARKY (CARTOON CHARACTER ONLY  *NOTE* WORDS)
SPILLBLOCKER
STAT-MAT
STAYS PUT NO MATTER WHAT
STICKY STEPS
TRAFFIC MAT
UV INNERSHIELD
WASHBLOCKER
WORKWIPES
WORLD’S BEST STUFF FOR LEAKS, DRIPS AND SPILLS.

UNITED STATES TRADEMARKS

The following marks should be used with **TM:**

ABSORB- & -LOCK (class 17, 27)
DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
GET A GRIP
PIG (class 6, 11, 17, 20)
WALK WITH CONFIDENCE
WORRY-FREE WALKWAYS

ARGENTINA TRADEMARK

The following mark should be used with ® (CIRCLE R):

PIG (Class 1, 4, 17, 35)

The following mark should be used with **TM:**

DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
PIG (Class 11)
PIG *Black Logo* (Class 1, 4, 17, 35)

**AUSTRALIA TRADEMARKS**

**The following mark should be used with ®** *(CIRCLE R)*:

4 IN 1  
PIG (Class 1, 6, 17, 22, 35)  
PIG *Logo*  
PIG *Black Logo* (Class 1, 17, 22, 35)

**The following mark should be used with TM:**

DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM  
DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER  
PIG (Class 11)

**AUSTRIA TRADEMARKS**

**The following mark should be used with ®** *(CIRCLE R)*:

4 IN 1  
DRAINBLOCKER  
DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER  
GRIPPY  
HAM-O  
LITE-DRI  
NO-TRIP  
PIG  
PIG *Black Logo* (Class 1, 3, 6, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)  
PIG *Logo* (Class 21)  
PIG SPILLWAREHOUSE  
PIGALOG  
SPILLBLOCKER

**The following mark should be used with TM:**

DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM  
DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER  
MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS  
NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.  
PIG (Class 6, 11, 17, 20)
BENELUX TRADEMARKS

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

4 IN 1
DRAINBLOCKER
DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER
GRIPPY
HAM-O
LITE-DRI
NO-TRIP
PIG
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 3, 6, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)
PIG Logo (Class 21)
PIG SPILLWAREHOUSE
PIGALOG
SPILLBLOCKER

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
PIG (Class 6, 11, 17, 20)

BOLIVIA TRADEMARK

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

PIG
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 35)
PIG Logo

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

BRAZIL TRADEMARKS

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

PIG (Class 4, 22)
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 17, 21, 22, 35)
THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

PIG (Class 1, 17, 35)
PIG Black Logo (Class 4)

BULGARIA TRADEMARKS

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

4 IN 1
DRAINBLOCKER
DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER
GRIPPY
HAM-O
LITE-DRI
NO-TRIP
PIG
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 3, 6, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)
PIG Logo (Class 21)
PIG SPILLWAREHOUSE
PIGALOG
SPILLBLOCKER

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
PIG (Class 6, 11, 17, 20)

CANADA TRADEMARKS

THE FOLLOWING MARKS SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

4 IN 1
GRIPPY
PIG
PIG Logo

THE FOLLOWING MARKS SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
PIG (Class 6, 17, 20)

**CHINA TRADEMARK**

_The following mark should be used with ® (Circle R):_

- DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER *in Mandarin* (CHINESE SYMBOLS)
- DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER
- GRIPPY
- NEW PIG (Class 1, 16, 17, 20, 21, 27, 35)
- NEW PIG *in Mandarin* (CHINESE SYMBOLS) (Class 1, 16, 17, 20, 21, 27, 35)
- NEWPIG *in Mandarin* (CHINESE SYMBOLS) (Class 37)
- PIG (Class 1, 16, 17, 20, 21, 27, 35)
- PIG *in Mandarin* (CHINESE SYMBOLS) (Class 1, 16, 17)
- PIG *in Mandarin* (CHINESE SYMBOLS) (Class 21)
- PIG *in Mandarin* (CHINESE SYMBOLS) (Class 27)
- PIG *Black Logo* (Class 1, 16, 20, 35)
- PIG *Logo* (Class 16, 17, 21, 27)

_The following mark should be used with TM:_

- DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
- DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
- MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
- NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
- PIG (Class 6, 11, 17, 20)
- PIG *Logo* (Class 35)

**COLOMBIA TRADEMARK**

_The following mark should be used with ® (Circle R):_

- PIG (Class 1, 4, 17, 35)
- PIG *Black Logo* (Class 1, 4, 17, 35)

_The following mark should be used with TM:_

- DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
- DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
- PIG (Class 11)

**CROATIA TRADEMARKS**
THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

4 IN 1
DRAINBLOCKER
DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER
GRIPPY
HAM-O
LITE-DRI
NO-TRIP
PIG
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 3, 6, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)
PIG Logo (Class 21)
PIG SPILLWAREHOUSE
PIGALOG
SPILLBLOCKER

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
PIG (Class 6, 11, 17, 20)

CYPRUS TRADEMARKS

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

4 IN 1
DRAINBLOCKER
DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER
GRIPPY
HAM-O
LITE-DRI
NO-TRIP
PIG
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 3, 6, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)
PIG Logo (Class 21)
PIG SPILLWAREHOUSE
PIGALOG
SPILLBLOCKER

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
CZECH REPUBLIC TRADEMARKS

**THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):**

4 IN 1  
DRAINBLOCKER  
DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER  
GRIPPY  
HAM-O  
LITE-DRI  
NO-TRIP  
PIG  
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 3, 6, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)  
PIG Logo (Class 21)  
PIG SPILLWAREHOUSE  
PIGALOG  
SPILLBLOCKER

**THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:**

DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM  
DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER  
MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS  
NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.  
PIG (Class 6, 11, 17, 20)

DENMARK TRADEMARKS

**THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):**

4 IN 1  
DRAINBLOCKER  
DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER  
GRIPPY  
HAM-O  
LITE-DRI  
NO-TRIP  
PIG  
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 3, 6, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)  
PIG Logo (Class 21)  
PIG SPILLWAREHOUSE  
PIGALOG
SPILLBLOKER

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOKER
MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
PIG (Class 6, 11, 17, 20)

ECUADOR TRADEMARKS

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

PIG (Class 1, 4, 17, 35)

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

ESTONIA TRADEMARKS

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

4 IN 1
DRAINBLOKER
DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOKER
GRIPPY
HAM-O
LITE-DRI
NO-TRIP
PIG
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 3, 6, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)
PIG Logo (Class 21)
PIG SPILLWAREHOUSE
PIGALOG
SPILLBLOKER

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOKER
MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
FINLAND TRADEMARKS

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

4 IN 1
DRAINBLOCKER
DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER
GRIPPY
HAM-O
LITE-DRI
NO-TRIP
PIG
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 3, 6, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)
PIG Logo (Class 1, 21)
PIG SPILLWAREHOUSE
PIGALOG
SPILLBLOCKER

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
PIG (Class 6, 11, 17, 20)

FRANCE TRADEMARKS

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

4 IN 1
DRAINBLOCKER
DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER
GRIPPY
HAM-O
LITE-DRI
NO-TRIP
PIG
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 3, 6, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)
PIG Logo (Class 21)
PIG SPILLWAREHOUSE
PIGALOG
SPILLBLOCKER
THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
PIG (Class 6, 11, 17, 20)

GERMANY TRADEMARKS

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

4 IN 1
DRAINBLOCKER
DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER
GRIPPY
HAM-O
LITE-DRI
NO-TRIP
PIG
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 3, 6, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)
PIG Logo (Class 21)
PIG SPILLWAREHOUSE
PIGALOG
SPILLBLOCKER

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
PIG (Class 6, 11, 17, 20)

GREECE TRADEMARKS

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

4 IN 1
DRAINBLOCKER
DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER
GRIPPY
HAM-O
LITE-DRI
NO-TRIP
PIG
PIG *Black Logo* (Class 1, 3, 6, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)
PIG *Logo* (Class 21)
PIG SPILLWAREHOUSE
PIGALOG
SPILLBLOCKER

**THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:**

DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
PIG (Class 6, 11, 17, 20)

**HONG KONG TRADEMARK**

**THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):**

PIG (Class 1, 4, 17, 35)

**THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:**

**HUNGARY TRADEMARKS**

**THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):**

4 IN 1
DRAINBLOCKER
DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER
GRIPPY
HAM-O
LITE-DRI
NO-TRIP
PIG
PIG *Black Logo* (Class 1, 3, 6, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)
PIG *Logo* (Class 21)
PIG SPILLWAREHOUSE
PIGALOG
SPILLBLOCKER
THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH **TM**: 

- DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
- DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
- MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
- NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
- PIG (Class 6, 11, 17, 20)

**INDIA TRADEMARK**

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (**CIRCLE R**):

- PIG *Logo*
- PIG (Class 27, 35)

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH **TM**: 

- DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
- DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
- PIG (Class 11)

**IRELAND TRADEMARKS**

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (**CIRCLE R**):

- 4 IN 1
- DRAINBLOCKER
- DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER
- GRIPPY
- HAM-O
- LITE-DRI
- NO-TRIP
- PIG
- PIG *Black Logo* (Class 1, 3, 6, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)
- PIG *Logo* (Class 21)
- PIG SPILLWAREHOUSE
- PIGALOG
- SPILLBLOCKER

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH **TM**: 

- DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
- DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
- MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
- NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
ISRAEL TRADEMARK

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

PIG (Class 17, 35)
PIG Black Logo (Class 17, 35)

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

ITALY TRADEMARKS

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

4 IN 1
DRAINBLOCKER
DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER
GRIPPY
HAM-O
LITE-DRI
NO-TRIP
PIG
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 3, 6, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)
PIG Logo (Class 21)
PIG SPILLWAREHOUSE
PIGALOG
SPILLBLOCKER

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
PIG (Class 6, 11, 17, 20)

JAPAN TRADEMARKS

THE FOLLOWING MARKS SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):
4 IN 1 *Logo Only*
CHAT MAT
CHAT MAT *in Katakana* (JAPANESE SYMBOLS)
DRAINBLOCKER *in Katakana* (JAPANESE SYMBOLS)
GRIPPY
GRIPPY *in Katakana* (JAPANESE SYMBOLS)
LITE-DRI
MAMMOTH
MAMMOTH *in Katakana* (JAPANESE SYMBOLS)
NO-TRIP
PIG
PIG *in Katakana* (JAPANESE SYMBOLS)
PIG *Logo*
PIG *Black Logo* (Class 1, 16, 17, 21, 35)
PIG *Logo in Katakana* (JAPANESE SYMBOLS)
PIG *Logo TOUGH in Katakana* (JAPANESE SYMBOLS)
SPILLBLOCKER *in Katakana* (JAPANESE SYMBOLS)
SUPER MAMMOTH
SUPER MAMMOTH *in Katakana* (JAPANESE SYMBOLS)
TRAFFIC MAT

**THE FOLLOWING MARKS SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:**

DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A- BERM
DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS *in Katakana* (JAPANESE SYMBOLS)
NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP. *in Katakana* (JAPANESE SYMBOLS)
PIG (Class 6, 11, 17, 20, 21)
PIG *in Katakana* (JAPANESE SYMBOLS) (Class 6, 17, 20)
PIG *Black Logo* (Class 21)

**KOREA (SOUTH KOREA) TRADEMARK**

**THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):**

PIG (Class 1, 4, 17, 35)

**THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:**

DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A- BERM
DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
PIG (Class 11)

**LATVIA TRADEMARKS**
THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

- 4 IN 1
- DRAINBLOCKER
- DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER
- GRIPPY
- HAM-O
- LITE-DRI
- NO-TRIP
- PIG
- PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 3, 6, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)
- PIG Logo (Class 21)
- PIG SPILLWAREHOUSE
- PIGALOG
- SPILLBLOCKER

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

- DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
- DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
- MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
- NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
- PIG (Class 6, 11, 17, 20)

LITHUANIA TRADEMARKS

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

- 4 IN 1
- DRAINBLOCKER
- DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER
- GRIPPY
- HAM-O
- LITE-DRI
- NO-TRIP
- PIG
- PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 3, 6, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)
- PIG Logo (Class 21)
- PIG SPILLWAREHOUSE
- PIGALOG
- SPILLBLOCKER

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:
DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
PIG (Class 6, 11, 17, 20)

MALAYSIA TRADEMARK

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

PIG (Class 1, 27, 35)
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 27, 35)

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

MALTA TRADEMARK

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

4 IN 1
DRAINBLOCKER
DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER
GRIPPY
HAM-O
LITE-DRI
NO-TRIP
PIG
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 3, 6, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)
PIG Logo (Class 21)
PIG SPILLWAREHOUSE
PIGALOG
SPILLBLOCKER

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
PIG (Class 6, 11, 17, 20)
MEXICO TRADEMARKS

The following mark should be used with ® (Circle R):

4 IN 1
GRIPPY
PIG (Class 1, 4, 8, 17, 21, 35)
PIG Logo
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 8, 17, 21, 4, 35)

The following mark should be used with TM:

DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
PIG (Class 6, 11, 17, 20)
PIG Logo (Class 21)

NEW ZEALAND TRADEMARK

The following mark should be used with ® (Circle R):

PIG (Class 1, 4, 17, 35)
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 4, 17, 35)

The following mark should be used with TM:

NORWAY TRADEMARK

The following mark should be used with ® (Circle R):

PIG (Class 1, 4, 17, 35)
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 4, 17, 21, 35)
PIG Logo

The following mark should be used with TM:

PARAGUAY TRADEMARK
THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

PIG (Class 1, 35)
PIG Black Logo (Class 1)

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

PIG Black Logo (Class 35)

PERU TRADEMARK

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

PIG (Class 1, 35)
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 35)

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

POLAND TRADEMARKS

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

4 IN 1
DRAINBLOCKER
DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER
GRIPPY
HAM-O
LITE-DRI
NO-TRIP
PIG
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 3, 6, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)
PIG Logo (Class 21)
PIG SPILLWAREHOUSE
PIGALOG
SPILLBLOCKER

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
PIG (Class 6, 11, 17, 20)
PORTUGAL TRADEMARKS

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

4 IN 1
DRAINBLOCKER
DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER
GRIPPY
HAM-O
LITE-DRI
NO-TRIP
PIG
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 3, 6, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)
PIG Logo (Class 21)
PIG SPILLWAREHOUSE
PIGALOG
SPILLBLOCKER

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
PIG (Class 6, 11, 17, 20)

ROMANIA TRADEMARK

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

4 IN 1
DRAINBLOCKER
DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER
GRIPPY
HAM-O
LITE-DRI
NO-TRIP
PIG
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 3, 6, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)
PIG Logo (Class 21)
PIG SPILLWAREHOUSE
PIGALOG
SPILLBLOocker

The following mark should be used with **TM:**

drive-over build-a-berm
drive-over spillblocker
make the switch to the mat that sticks
no slip, no trip. all grip.
PIG (Class 6, 11, 17, 20)

**RUSSIA TRADEMARK**

The following mark should be used with ® *(CIRCLE R):*

PIG (Class 1, 4, 17, 35)
PIG *Logo*
PIG *Black Logo* (Class 1, 4, 17, 35)

The following mark should be used with **TM:**

**SINGAPORE TRADEMARK**

The following mark should be used with ® *(CIRCLE R):*

PIG (Class 1, 4, 17, 21, 35)
PIG *Black Logo* (Class 1, 4, 17, 21, 35)

The following mark should be used with **TM:**

**SLOVAK REPUBLIC TRADEMARKS**

The following mark should be used with ® *(CIRCLE R):*

4 IN 1
drainblocker
drive-over drainblocker
grippy
HAM-O
LITE-DRI
NO-TRIP
PIG
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 3, 6, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)
PIG Logo (Class 21)
PIG SPILLWAREHOUSE
PIGALOG
SPIBBLOCKER

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
DRIVE-OVER SPIBBLOCKER
MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
PIG (Class 6, 11, 17, 20)

SLOVENIA TRADEMARK

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

4 IN 1
DRAINBLOCKER
DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER
GRIPPY
HAM-O
LITE-DRI
NO-TRIP
PIG
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 3, 6, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)
PIG Logo (Class 21)
PIG SPILLWAREHOUSE
PIGALOG
SPIBBLOCKER

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
DRIVE-OVER SPIBBLOCKER
MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
PIG (Class 6, 11, 17, 20)

SOUTH AFRICA TRADEMARK
THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

PIG (Class 1, 4, 17, 35)

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

SPAIN TRADEMARKS

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

4 IN 1
DRAINBLOCKER
DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER
GRIPPY
HAM-O
LITE-DRI
NO-TRIP
PIG
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 3, 6, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)
PIG Logo (Class 21)
PIG SPILLWAREHOUSE
PIGALOG
SPILLBLOCKER

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
NO SLIP, NO TRIP, ALL GRIP.
PIG (Class 6, 11, 17, 20)

SWEDEN TRADEMARKS

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

4 IN 1
DRAINBLOCKER
DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER
GRIPPY
HAM-O
LITE-DRI
NO-TRIP
PIG
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 3, 6, 16, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)
PIG Logo (Class 21)
PIG SPILLWAREHOUSE
PIGALOG
SPILLBLOCKER

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:
DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
PIG (Class 6, 11, 17, 20)

SWITZERLAND TRADEMARK

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):
PIG (Class 1, 4, 17, 21, 35)
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 4, 17, 35)

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

TAIWAN TRADEMARK

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):
PIG (Class 1, 4, 16, 17, 35)
PIG Logo
PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 4, 16, 17, 35)

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

THAILAND TRADEMARK

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):
PIG (Class 1, 4, 17, 35)

**THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:**

PIG *Black Logo* (Class 1, 4, 17, 35)

**TURKEY TRADEMARK**

**THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):**

PIG (Class 1, 4, 17, 35)
PIG *Black Logo* (Class 1, 4, 17, 35)

**THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:**

**UNITED ARAB EMIRATES**

**THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):**

PIG (Class 1, 17, 35)
PIG *Logo* (Class 17)

**THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:**

**UNITED KINGDOM TRADEMARKS**

**THE FOLLOWING MARKS SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):**

4 IN 1
DRAINBLOCKER
DRIVE-OVER DRAINBLOCKER
GRIPPY
HAM-O
LITE-DRI
NO-TRIP
PIG
PIG *Black Logo* (Class 1, 3, 6, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35)
PIG *Logo* (Class 21)
PIG SPILLWAREHOUSE
PIGALOG
SPILLBLOCKER
THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

- DRIVE-OVER BUILD-A-BERM
- DRIVE-OVER SPILLBLOCKER
- MAKE THE SWITCH TO THE MAT THAT STICKS
- NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
- PIG (Class 6, 11, 17, 20)

URUGUAY TRADEMARK

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

- PIG (Class 1, 35)
- PIG Logo
- PIG Black Logo (Class 17, 35)

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

VENEZUELA TRADEMARK

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH ® (CIRCLE R):

- PIG (Class 1)
- PIG Logo
- PIG Black Logo (Class 1, 35)

THE FOLLOWING MARK SHOULD BE USED WITH TM:

- PIG (Class 35)